Computer Hardware Servicing NC II is anything but a troublesome program. Not at all like multi year degree programs where there are a great deal of subjects which are hypothesis based, this program is centered around building up the down to earth aptitudes of understudies subsequently an insignificant part of speculations are educated. Beside hands-on and practicum works out, there are no other course necessities, for example, explore papers or real tasks. There are a few schools who have hands on trainings (OJT).

The difficult piece of the program is concentrating the center skills on the grounds that the points included are the specialized pieces of PC Equipment Adjusting. For understudies who have insignificant or no foundation with PCs and PC frameworks, this program might be somewhat troublesome. A premium and comprehension of PCs is useful however rehashed practice and examining will truly enable a student to become familiar with the intricate details of PC Equipment Overhauling.

One of the best bit of leeway of this program which makes it much simpler for understudies is that it adheres to a secluded sort of guidance. Secluded Guidance is a kind of instructing technique that pursues a particular arrangement of arranged learning exercises and activities. These exercises are contained in a short booklet called a module. The Measured type of guidance centers around individualized learning, self-pacing and regular input. Since PC Equipment Adjusting NC II adheres to a secluded sort of guidance, understudies are permitted to continue with his/her
own learning pace (self-pacing). Educators give opportune criticisms enabling understudies to improve their abilities.

The standard culmination time of PC Equipment Overhauling NC II program as prescribed by TESDA is 392 hours: 18 hours of Essential Skills, 54 hours of Basic Abilities and 320 hours of Center Capabilities. Anyway the span might be longer because of the OJT or the school's educational plan.

TESDA-authorize organizations may coordinate a Hands on Preparing (OJT) in the course content for Computer Hardware Servicing NC II. Understudies might be doled out in set up IT firms, PC organizations, BPO businesses or any legislature and private establishments. During the OJT, understudies are allowed to watch, to hands-on and perform propelled PC equipment overhauling errands. The understudy will answer to the assigned specialist in the organization who will manage and control his training. The allocated specialist will assess the understudy occasionally and present an assessment structure to the relegated TVET mentor.

The required number of hours for OJT changes starting with one establishment then onto the next.

The Specialized Training and Aptitudes Improvement Expert (TESDA) is the directing body for every single professional course in the Philippines and is accountable for the evaluation and confirmation of the abilities of specialized professional laborers through the Philippine TVET Capability and Affirmation Framework (PTQCS). The evaluation procedure intends to decide if the alumni will most likely perform as per work environment gauges dependent on a characterized competency standard. Accreditation is given to the individuals who fulfill the competency guidelines.
The Appraisal and Confirmation procedure isn't required among alumni of professional courses. Graduate learners have the alternative whether to experience the procedure or not. Notwithstanding, a TESDA accreditation will give an alumni a preferred position since neighborhood and outside organizations who contract talented laborers require this qualification.

Alumni of Computer Hardware Servicing NCII are encouraged to take and pass the Evaluation and Accreditation Test, National Endorsement Level II (NC II).

The National Endorsement is substantial for a long time, which implies that it must be reestablished/revalidated. The prerequisites and ventures in applying for evaluation and confirmation just as the techniques utilized for appraisal are found in the TESDA site. For the individuals who wish to lift their capability level may do as such by experiencing the evaluation and accreditation process for NC III and IV.

Profession Open doors for PC Equipment Overhauling NC II graduates

- Computer specialist – introduce, keep up and fix PC frameworks and gear.

- IT Specialized Help Official – screens and keeps up the PC frameworks and systems of an association. They may introduce and arrange PC frameworks, analyze equipment and programming flaws and take care of specialized and applications issues

- Technical bolster delegate – addresses inquiries from PC clients and takes care of issues with the establishment or task of programming.
• Computer Equipment Authority – set up hardware for worker use, performing or guaranteeing legitimate establishment of link, working frameworks, and proper programming
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